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Spindle

October 2012

W

ith the Tour of Britain and the World
Championships rounding the season off, it
also seemed that the Sky & GB teams
were also winding down. OK, Cav and Luke Rowe
took some good stage wins, but Wiggo and his
chums seemed to just be there to just go through
the motions. I felt slightly disappointed there wasn’t
more of a concerted effort to put on a decent show.
But hey ho, Teirnan Locke brought home the
goodies for Endura and Britain so all was not lost.
I hope a few of you made your way to Ipswich to
watch the start of our home Tour. We were very
lucky again to have it on our doorsteps and the
water front start must have been an impressive
spectacle.
I, and some other CCS chums booked the same
weekend to have a cycling weekend jolly in northern
France, not very good planning on our part, so
missed all the T of B ‘action’. I did however; send
my deputy reporter to ‘do’ me a bit on the start at
Ipswich. He got and saw a lot more than he
bargained for. Read his report further on.

The World Championships in Holland was an odd
affair. Just 1st places for Lucy Garner in the Junior
Women’s Road Race & Elinor Barker in the Junior
TT was all we could cheer about. Men’s team and
solo TT’s were embarrassing for GB and in the
Women’s road race; you had to feel sorry for Emma
Pooley who had little support for all her efforts. The
Men’s Road Race looked promising for GB to start
with, but then just fizzled out.
Nobody seemed interested from the whole GB
contingent to offer any spark of resistance
throughout the week of championships.
Have we now peaked with all our successes this
year and it’s now back down the slippery slope to
mediocrity again, or are we just greedy?
----------------------------------------------------------------But it’s good to report that our hardcore group of
Open Time Trialers has been joined by more CCS
riders.
The ‘Darrens’ Rule and Pratt plus Mat Traynar and
Kirsty White are now becoming ‘regulars’ on the TT
courses and all are making huge gains over their
previous times. A full round-up will appear soon of
theirs and everyone else’s endeavours this season.
There’s still space available for more of you to join
in, and although the season is coming to a close,
how about getting those winter miles in ready for the
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new season, which will arrive quicker than you
expect it to!
I have had the advantage of attending a lot of Open
TT’s over the ‘summer’ season with James and in
doing so I observe a lot of good and more
importantly bad practices by riders during these
time trials.
So for the benefit of Open AND Evening Time
Trialers, here is a summary of the worst failings by
riders in which to learn from.
1). One of my pet hates is to see riders still arrive at
start line wearing all black kits. Black kit on a dull
day = Bonkers!! Just drive along a course in a car
when a TT is taking place and see how hard it is to
spot dark clad riders. Most of our CCS courses can
be along roads that hide a lot of the light and when
it’s a dull/rainy day it’s almost impossible to spot
these riders. I honestly think people who wear the
all black/dark kit must think it looks cool. Well, I’ve
got news for them, it’s just plain stupid. Give
yourself every chance of being seen and not being
just another accident statistic.
Here’s a test for you. Imagine your son or daughter
is about to start a TT, would you send them out clad
in dark clothes. Err, I don’t think so!
2). Lights are the next visual enhancement to be
considered. We as a club, insist rear lights are used
during TT’s for our Evening Series. I stood at the
start of one of these recently and yes, lights were
on, but the number of you riders out there that use
cheap Hokey Cokey 2000 rear lights that barely
register and just 20 metres up the road look as if
they have gone out completely, was worrying.
Two reasons for this:
a) A substandard light is used – how much does a
decent light cost compared to how much your bike
cost?
b) The original batteries, which have long since
passed their sell by date, are still expected to
perform. Change the batteries at least 4 times a
season to be sure of being noticed.
A tip - just look around the start area and check out
what lights the seasoned TT-ers are using.
3) Then we’ve got the ‘I’ve just finished a TT so
my brain goes into The AWOL Syndrome’. I have
seen this happen so many times this season.
Over the line they go, head goes down, no
perception of the traffic around them (moving or
stationary); they are in limbo land having just
finished a very hard mind and body exercise. They
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stop without thinking, they ride across traffic behind
and in front them, they wobble about the road, talk
to their mates riding two and three abreast. This list
is endless. If you think I’m, over dramatising these
situations, come to the finish slip road on the E2
course at Newmarket and just watch in horror!
4) And finally, road etiquette during TT’s.
It pays to remember that you are just another road
user when on a TT. It’s not your personal race track.
We get enough ‘bad press’ from the public about
riding habits and it’s up to you improve our
relationship with other road users. You are allowed
to look behind you; you are allowed to stick your
hand out when passing if it’s clear; you are allowed
to signal that you are going around the roundabout
ahead. You are allowed to signal that you are
slowing down or turning right/left. Let them behind
you know what you are doing and don’t just change
direction without warning.
It all sounds so obvious, but it’s not always done.
The worst case I saw this year was a rider (not
CCS) on the Brent Eleigh course turning left onto
Lavenham road after coming down the wiggly hill.
Despite me telling him a car was approaching him,
he neither looked nor obviously cared as he swung
into the middle of the road in front of the car coming
up behind him, causing an emergency stop by the
car. The driver swore, I swore, but he had no idea of
the carnage he had narrowly avoided. By the time I
returned to the finish, he had gone home, which
was a good move on his part because he would
have got a few choice words from me.
Total Idiot!
Anyway, Roger’s Rants over. Please, please attend
to any of the above if you think it might just apply to
you. (I’ll be watching!)
It’s not for my benefit, but for your safety out there!
*And of course, all the above points also relate to
everyday riding/training/club runs/social rides etc.,
so take heed!
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Audax report August 2012 By Dave Fenn
August and September are always lean months for
local Audaxes, however John Oakshott, Steve
Barnes and Peter Faulks continue to put in at least
one 200 km per month to maintain their round the
year ambitions. John Oakshott has had a sudden
surge of enthusiasm; unfortunately his plan to
complete his first 300 km event at Mildenhall was
thwarted by a tyre explosion at about 10 km.
Unfortunately the club has dropped from 4th to 6th
place in the club points competition. The current
Audax season finishes on 31st September so 6th is
likely to be our final position.
This season has been plagued with bad weather;
the wet conditions severely testing the resolve of
many regular CCS Audaxers, hopefully next season
will show an improvement.

Date
st
21
July
st
31
July
nd
2
Aug
th
17
Aug
rd
23
Aug
th
25
Aug
th
25
Aug
nd
2
Sept

Event

Riders

Manningtree 200
km perm.

John Oakshott

DIY 200 km

Peter Faulks

Dick Turpins Day
Out 200 km perm.

John Oakshott

Manningtree 200
km perm.

John Oakshott

DIY 200 km

Peter Faulks

Mildenhall 200 km

Steve Barnes, Tony Grimes,
Deniece Davidson, Ed Nevard.

Mildenhall 100 km

Colin Dales, Mark Gentry, David
Fenn, Mac McDermott.

Orchard Park
200km Cambridge

John Oakshott, Deniece
Davidson.

CCS rider AUK points.
Note, riders must be members of AUK to qualify for
points.
Peter Faulks
Steve Barnes
David Fenn
John Oakshott
Deniece Davidson
Peter Gibson
Tony Grimes

43
41
39
30
23
10
8

Ed Nevard
Brian Mann
Robin Weaver
Mark Gentry
Viv Marsh
Tim Radford

8
6
6
2
2
2

National Club Points Table
(Currently 212 clubs listed)
6 rider total.
YACF
VC167
Willesden
Audax Ecosse
San Fairy Ann
Cycle Club Sudbury
Derby Mercury

523
396
350
239
197
186
159

--------------------------------------------------------------------

For Sale..........................................................
*Isaac Efficiency 54cm Carbon Time Trial Frame.
Mavic Cosmic Carbone SL
Wheels, Chorus Cassette,
Continental Supersonic
Clincher Tyres
Mavic Brake Callipers,
Campagnolo Chorus Front
& Rear Mech -10 Speed.
Easton Delta Bars with
Profile 2 Cobra Extensions
Look Keo Carbon Pedals

Price. £1300.00. Telephone or email for further
details and Photos. Len Finch 01787371747 or
coureur@tiscali.co.uk
---------------------------------------------------------------------

For Sale……………………………………
*Madison 3/4 Bib knickers - Size - Medium
Santini bib shorts Size - Medium
Both unworn - wrong size! £40 the pair.

Contact Deneice at d.davidson63@tesco.net
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Wanted………………………………….
*Does anyone have a road bike they would like to
sell?
A prospective member is looking for one, to suit a
5'10" male.
If you have, please contact Geoffery Balls at
geoffreyballs@yahoo.co.uk
…………………………………………………………..
RESULT!!! : SUNDAY 16 SEPTEMBER;
INTERCLUB SPEED JUDGING COMPETITION,
HAWKEDON
This event was won by Kirsty White, whose times
for the two rides differed by only two seconds.
Congratulations! An annual event, not taken
entirely seriously, riding in both directions around a
short 3 mile course, and trying to achieve the same
time in both directions – with watches, computers,
GPS all banned!
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Signing on at the Tour of Britain
Stage 1 - Ipswich
By Dean Cross

On the Sunday morning that
the tour of Britain took off
from Ipswich, I took my
family over to watch the
start. Passing the Holiday
Inn we spotted the Sky bus
along with other Sky cars
and loads of other team
buses. We pulled in just to
see if we could see any big
names, although we didn't
think we would get near
anyone. I took with me my
'Sky's the Limit' book and pen though just in case.
(True anorak! – Ed)
We parked up and headed towards the Sky bus
where I spotted Luke Rowe leaving the hotel’s back
entrance. As he passed, I asked if he could sign my
Sky book which he did! As I thanked him I looked up
saw Wiggo exiting. Err, “Skuse me Mr. Wiggo, can
you sign my book” I asked.....as other fans soon
appeared and were pulling out their memorabilia
hoping that Bradley would sign his name as well.
My son Oliver began taking some pics as Wiggo
took my pen and signed my Sky book! Result
Feeling a bit
happy with
myself I saw
Cav heading
towards the
Sky bus,
probably
thinking he
would be able
to get straight
on the Sky bus
This would make a good raffle
prize at the annual dinner, Dean?

without being seen. “Sorry Cav, can you sign my
Sky book" I asked. Cav took my pen and duly done
the business, "Have a great week" I said as he
disappeared into the Sky bus. A Sky team member
came over and asked if I had got all the signatures I
wanted? I spluttered “Almost” and asked if anyone
else was due out coming out. “They're all on the
bus” he said but I managed to get him to get Bernie
Eisel, Jeremy Hunt and Christian Knees autographs
in my increasingly valuable Sky book.
I had got the whole of the Tour of Britain’s Sky team
riders.
Oh, and I went down to the start to watch them all
on the waterfront, but it really didn’t compare to my
earlier experience.
(It just shows what being in the right place at the
right time and having the bottle can achieve – Ed)

Geneva to Nice
July 2012
By Viv Marsh

Having already fielded
my excuses for not
riding the CCS Bildeston
Audax as I was
intending to do my
inaugural ride in the
overnight Dunwich
Dynamo this year, I had
Nice Hero!
a last minute change of
plan and ended up
riding from Geneva in Switzerland, down across the
Alps to Nice on the French Côte d’Azur. A fully
supported and signposted 350 mile, 4 day ride.
Luxury indeed!
To cut a long story short I was asked to stand in for
someone who made a late withdrawal from a charity
ride with a group of cyclists from South Woodham
Ferrers, of whom I only knew one person – through
work.
When I say cyclists, I should say that they all had
bikes – mostly modern, lightweight, carbon fibre
racing bikes. But as to how often some of them
actually rode them is another matter. A few of them
were quite accomplished – at least as good as me,
but others boasted that they hadn’t ridden since
their last year’s challenge (London-Paris). And it
showed.
They were though, a well-organised and good
spirited group who obviously knew each other well.
Aged between about 27 and 61 (and weighing
between about 9 to well over 20 stones!), there was
obviously a wide range of abilities. As an outsider,
they made me feel very welcome. I was presented
with two polo shirts, (embroidered with their own
bespoke event logo) as well as two different jerseys,
a gilet and a pair of arm warmers – all branded with
their many sponsors’ logos, each riders name and
their respective jokey nickname. Although this
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meant I couldn’t ride in my normal CCS colours, I
was happy to support of their many generous
sponsors. As I’d taken someone else’s place at the
last minute, my name was predetermined –
“Piggsy”. Could have been worse!
I was first approached on Friday, I agreed on
Saturday and the trip was confirmed on the
following Monday. My bike was collected on
Wednesday and we set off for Gatwick early on
Friday morning. So there was no time for my normal
apprehension about my lack of preparation this
time.
A coach was laid on to Gatwick and we transferred
to the hotel without incident but with plenty of
mickey-taking. Geneva was hot and sunny, we were
all full of high spirits and we had several hours
before dinner. Much beer was consumed as the
Swiss endeavoured to entertain us with an
assortment of huge beer dispensers. I comforted
myself that here at least was a discipline where I
knew I could stay in my comfort zone.
A strict dress code was enforced with liberal fines
issued for that and a growing number of other
misdemeanours. So all 22 of us paraded around
Geneva in our matching blue polo shirts. Eventually,
we managed to consolidate our dubious
carb-loading regime with some actual food and the
last of us stumbled to bed sometime around
midnight for a 6am alarm call.
Day 1: Geneva to Allevard – 85 miles.
As always I awoke early and was soon downstairs
prepping my bike and devouring a huge multifacetted breakfast. I went continental. And English.
And had cereals. In fact I had fruit, yoghurt,
croissants, bread and cheese, ham, chorizo, eggs,
bacon, sausages and more bread. And I sneaked
out further hard-boiled eggs, an apple and a banana
to carry with me in my handlebar bag. Well
established habits are hard to break.
I needn’t have worried though as this was a fully
supported ride with two large transit vans carrying
food, water and spares. They also drove ahead at
key points to set up snack and lunch breaks, under
cover and even with hot drinks. These were all very
acceptable arrangements to this rider – more
familiar with the self-sufficiency of AUK events.
So we all went down to the Lake Geneva shoreline
(cue crunching Deep Purple riff), where we posed
for photographs with a huge START banner and set
of for the first day’s ride down to Allevard. I decided
to take my hangover with me and finish it later. We
managed about 3 miles before our eldest rider
“Ringo” got his front wheels caught in the tram
tracks and fell off crashing into a bin. He was quite
dazed and badly bruised but after a few minutes
decided he was ok to carry on.
We traveled south from Geneva soon passing into
France and starting the first of many long climbs,
which got progressively harder as we went further
south day by day. A few faces were puffing and

sweating up this long but straightforward climb.
Although it was much longer than anything we are
used to in East Anglia it wasn’t really that hard. I
was pleased to find myself arriving at the top with
the first riders. They looked at me on my steel bike
adorned with luggage and my choice of SPD cycling
sandals rather than racing shoes and were, I think,
impressed that I was still with them. We waited quite
some time for everyone else to catch up.
Descending down to Annecy and its huge inland
lake was very picturesque and the temperature
began to rise. We used the excellent cycle path
around the lake for several miles before the first real
climb – the Col de Leschaux. At 900m it was a
pimple compared to last year’s Col du Galibier at
2,640 and the three ascents of Ventoux’s 1,990m
the year before but none-the-less was a long hard
climb in the soaring heat.
This really sorted those whose preparation left
things to be desired, and again I was pleased to pull
into the lunch stop at the top to find just two or three
others already there having climbed on my own. We
had a leisurely lunch, walked around, took a few
photos, had a little sleep but still not everyone had
arrived. Only when it was really time we should be
getting moving again did the last stragglers finally
pull into view and promptly collapse in front of us,
barely able to breathe let alone eat.
The next section was the first of many long and
exhilarating descents. This presented a different
shuffling of
our order due
to differing
descending
abilities but I
was able to
stay at or
near the front
most of the
time. Shortly
we were
climbing
again, this
time the Col
du Frêne at 950m presenting the highest point of
day one. By this time one or two of the riders had
accepted the shortcomings of their climbing
preparation and were employing the services of the
support vehicles to scale the more strenuous
climbs.
Another long, fast and hair-pinned descent followed
down to the Isere river. It proceeded to get hotter
than ever – well into the 40s and we got into the
habit of stopping at every village water trough and
dunking more and more parts of our steaming
bodies in the fresh mountain water for a very
pleasant cooling off.
I was the first to arrive at the hotel and promptly
turned back, unsure I’d gone to the right place
before a few others arrived and we celebrated our
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excellent initiation day with a few beers and a
splash in the pool with mountain views to all sides.
Dinner was taken in pink polo shirts and enlivened
by Josh’s peanut allergy scare. After careful checks
he had been assured that the meal was nut-free but
when he started swelling up the hoteliers
remembered that there might have been pistachio in
the mashed potato after all. Thankfully an epi-pen
injection and a trip to hospital were avoided – just.

Day 2: Allevard to Corps – 85 miles.
Today was much cooler and with rain forecast we
set of after a much more conservative breakfast
than the day before. We followed the Isere down to
Grenoble and enjoyed the changing scenery
between high ridges and a few lumpy undulations.
Indeed the weather did close in and cloud cover
curtailed some of the afternoon’s views. We climbed
the Col du Fau at 899m (at least some of us did),
descended and crossed an amazing turquoise river
Drac and climbed again to 983m on the Col St
Sebastien. Another long and beautiful descent to
Lac du Sautet was followed by a further stiff climb
that brought us to our next hotel at Corps, itself at
750m.
The spirits remained high for this third night and our
victorious celebrations merged with a non-birthday,
the Euro football finals and a few local wines into a
long and entertaining evening.
Day 3: Corps to Digne – 90 miles.
Starting from 750m meant day three could only start
one way – downwards. On regular Tour de France
roads we joined the “Route Napoleon” and headed
down towards Gap. It was at this point I went wrong.
Riding out in front again on my own I missed a
turning and instead of climbing the Col de Manse at
1,268m I stayed on the main road and climbed the
Col Bayard instead which (I’m told) was a steeper
climb but 3 miles shorter and climaxed 22m lower at
only 1,246m. So I missed the highest point of the
entire trip. I didn’t even realise my mistake until well
after Gap when I got a phone call to say I’d missed
the water stop 12 miles back. I’m not sure which
way Napoleon went but my disappointment at
missing the top was tempered by achieving 85kph
(53mph) on the wide, main-road, descent and
clearly winning the fastest descent award. And
anyway, I now have a good excuse to go back and
do it all again!
So I found myself miles ahead of everyone else. I
stopped to send home a text to say that the weather
was improving. Then I had to quickly put my phone
away and grab my waterproofs as the heavens
opened and it poured and poured. Shortly after,
I skillfully missed another turning and justly added
back those few miles I’d missed plus a few extras
for luck. So I finally arrived at the lunch stop soaked
through and about halfway down the field. A cold
lunch break saw many of the riders donning
blankets for warmth like post event marathon
runners in their space blankets. The afternoon

brightened up and we dried out as we descended
into the fruit growing regions and on through the
remarkable town of Sisteron and eventually to
Digne Les Bains.
By this evening there were a few tired bodies. Also
the briefing for the last day was quite daunting and
included a 6.30am start so we only had a couple of
beers, ate dinner, and then most of us opted for our
first early night of the trip.
Day 4: Digne to Nice – 90 miles.
This last day promised to be the best yet and as
they insisted that we all finished together in Nice,
we could not arrive at the hotel ahead of the others
and wait in the bar. Feeling more assertive now I
decided to spend this last day in my orange CCS
jersey somewhat upsetting the established colour
co-ordination.
The briefing did not exaggerate. After an initial easy
ride out of Digne we were soon slogging up the Col
de Corobin (1,230m). This was the first climb where
I was forced into bottom gear. What I refer to as my
“Ventoux gear” of 30x26 was employed almost all
the way up.
Amusingly, in view of the state of most UK roads
these days, they were resurfacing the roads up here
in the clouds! I wondered if perhaps the Tour might
be passing this way the following week but
whatever the reason it was a far cry from what we
have to put up with at home. Pausing at the top, we
had ridden up through the clouds and had that
magical view
across the cloud
tops, which is
doubly
rewarding when
you’ve gotten
there by pedal
power alone.
The descent
was even
steeper than the
Very cool pic!
climb and the
road on to
Castellane was up and down and up and down,
climaxing at Col des Leques (1,148m) after
magnificent rock arches, tunnels and arêtes.
After the lunch stop – still at almost 1,000m we
passed through several miles of flat farmland. We
almost forgot the altitude until the route suddenly
opened out for the grand finale of the beautiful
Gorge de Loup. This presented stunning views and
a massive descent through many switchback bends
down to the ancient town of Gréolières.
After a few long waits to regroup we eventually
scrubbed off the last of the height and began the
final roll towards the Med and our final destination –
Nice.
Personally I didn’t think Nice was at all ‘nice’ and I
almost immediately began to yearn for the hills
where your spirits can soar and your mind is free.
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Nice was full of hotels and – people! I seriously
considered turning round and cycling home again. If
I didn’t have to get back to work I would have done
– damn work!
We cycled a good 5 miles along the (not great) seafront cycle path before posing again for photos with
the obligatory FINISH
banner. I was feeling
slightly awkward,
standing out in my
orange jersey.
However I took my first
opportunity to swim in
the Med and so the
ride was over. It was
still only just over a
week since the idea of
cycling Geneva to Nice
was first suggested
and here we were in
Nice and it was all
over. It was a magnificent ride and I want to thank
everyone involved in making it possible. It really
was superb and I can’t wait to do it again.
……………………………………………………………

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
AUDAX RIDES
Sunday 7 October: Blaxhall: 110k ride.
Sunday 14 October: Blundeston: 200, 150k rides.
Sunday 28 October: Stevenage: 100, 67k rides.
Saturday 3 November: Norwich: 100k ride.
Saturday 15 December: Norwich: 100k ride.
RESULT: SUNDAY 16 SEPTEMBER; INTERCLUB
SPEED JUDGING COMPETITION, HAWKEDON
This event was won by Kirsty White, whose times
for the two rides differed by only two seconds.
Congratulations! An annual event, not taken
entirely seriously, riding in both directions around a
short 3 mile course, and trying to achieve the same
time in both directions - watches, computers, GPS
all banned!
BILDESTON COMMUNITY CYCLING…………..
will be holding occasional Saturday morning rides of
about 25 miles, with a cafe stop, during the autumn
and winter - all starting at 9.30am from Bildeston
Market Square. Everyone welcome - just turn up.
The first of these will be on Saturday 12 October.
Any queries contact Robin Weaver; e-mail
robin@cycleclubsudbury.com
or phone 01449 741048.
INTERCLUB HILL CLIMB – 14TH October
An annual event, with West Suffolk Wheelers and
Haverhill Wheelers. 11am start, at Dalham.
Exact location of hill to be confirmed.
CCS OPEN HILL CLIMB – 4th Nov @11.00am
Not ridden a hill climb before? Why not try our Open

Hill Climb, incorporating the EDCA 2012
Championship? The road will be closed to traffic, as
last year. Held on Watson’s Hill, Semer, course
BHC/1. The HQ for this event is Semer Village Hall,
on the B1115 between Hadleigh and Stowmarket.
Entry fee £7 (including CTT levy). Completed CTT
entry forms to be sent to the event organiser,
Stewart Kirk, Chapel Cottage, Henny Road,
Lamarsh, Bures, CO8 5ET. Phone: 01787 227740.
E-mail - stuart@cycleclubsudbury.com.
The homepage of the Club website at
www.cycleclubsudbury.com has links to a course
location map, and to the CTT entry form.
Even if you’re not going to ride, come and support
the Club at this popular event; there’ll be a club
run to the event, leaving Market Hill, Sudbury at
9am. Tea, coffee and cake available at the village
hall before and after the event.
QUIZ NIGHT – Thursday 13th December.
It’s free to enter with tea, coffee & cake provided or
bring your own drink & nibbles. Teams of up to 6
allowed with loads of prizes available. Always a
good evening!
………………………………………………………...…

Somme Like it Hot !
By David Miller

04.30 hours, September 8th 2012
and alarm bells are ringing in
Bildeston, Hadleigh, Leavenheath,
Sudbury & Glemsford,
Eight of us are off to Northern
France for a long weekend. Dave
Fenn (Kitty & Keys), Dave Miller
(Table Layer & Hill Tester), Mac
McDermott (Wine Taster & Bed
Tester), Mark Gentry (Quiz
Champion & Throughly Decent
Chap), Peter Whiteley, (Wood
Whittler & Kitchen Chef) Robin
Weaver (Navigator & Bread Run Chief), Roger
Rush (Chef & Bloke at the Back)) not forgetting Alun
Duncan Jones (Quizmaster & Dishwasher
Operative) from the Milton Keynes branch!
I am with Robin; car and bike rack are loaded by
05.00 and we are off the collect Mac from
Leavenheath.
Down the A12 we are soon and inevitably passed
by Dave Fenn’s Jaguar (‘cos Jaguars must always
be in front) with Roger on board, with Mark and
Peter following at the back. Over the Q.E.2 bridge
and down the M20 to all meet up at the Maidstone
services including Alun who transferred his gear to
the Jaguar and after a coffee and a comfort break
for the oldies (alright, all of us) continue on to Dover
for the 09.25 ferry to Calais.
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Breakfast on board is the order of the day but
nobody is man enough to tackle the full English at
£9.75.
Peter was elected in charge of provisions logistics
(big mistake!) as he then starts to make 6 lists of the
various items we require at the Supermarche, i.e.
Alcohol, meat, vegetables, alcohol, salads, dairy
produce, bread and more alcohol etc.
Off the ferry by 012.00, local time and down the A16
and N39 to arrive at Hesdin where we stop at the
Carrefour.
Peter distributes his lists and we then have 8 Brit’s
tearing round the place trying to match the lists with
the produce. Eventually we have 3 trolleys piled
high and the look on the face of the checkout chic
when we said “We all together to pay” was classic.
Trying to guess the costs ranged from €180 -€300
but the final cost was €218 (in the UK, that bill
would be nearer to €318)
We finish the journey and arrive at Chez Leopard,
Caumont. It’s my first time along with Robin and
Peter and I’m pleasantly surprised at the charming
accommodation comprising a converted farm
house.
A mad rush to select the sleeping arrangements
with some people managing to bag a double bed all
to themselves and one individual, the most senior
official in the club, has a double bed and room all to
his self.
All unpacked, food stowed, chilled cabinet for the
wine and beer activated it’s time to hit the road.
Just a short ride away is Crecy-en Ponthieu, (for
you history buffs, Battle of Crecy – 1346, during the
100 Years War. Result :– England 1 – France Lost)
We passed by a high observation tower on the way
to Crecy and stopped to look over the Battle field
with pictorial illustrations of where the opposing
forces were positioned.
Our tour photographer insisted an image was taken
from his high vantage point in the tower of us riding
down the road for posterity.
We stopped in Crecy at the local bar for beers and
coffee and then headed for home.
Chef de Camp fired up the BBQ to cook chicken
and sausages (English & French), whilst others took
turns in the shower (only down side to the
accommodation was only one WC/shower room)
prepared the mixed salads, laid the table in our
outside dining area and opened the wine and beers.
(RR only cooks with one hand the other is always
filled with a glass) (Purely for balance purposes –
Ed/Chef)
We managed to finish the obligatory 6 bottles of
wine then off to bed dreaming of the seaside.
On Sunday morning, I was woken at 06.30 by
people tramping about in the darkness! Mark,
Dave, Robin & Alun were leaving to cycle to the
next village for croissants and baguettes. They
return at 08.00 after a 25 mile round trip. With the
excellent French breakfast finished and the

dishwasher loaded, were off to the seaside at Le
Crotoy on the Bay of the Somme. It’s a blazing hot
day but some really great riding through the French
countryside with a few good hills but nothing too
steep that I needed the granny gear to climb.
The French knew we were coming as most of the
roads had been recently resurfaced with granite
chippings, fortunately not the large type we get in
the UK but smaller, so we still needed caution to
navigate the deep bits.
A stop in Rue next to the railway station for coffee
was most welcome and needed in the intense heat.
Having driven in France for some years it’s the first
time the give way to traffic from the right has
manifested itself. It’s was a bit disconcerting to ride
down the high street in Rue only to have your front
wheel nearly taken out by a cars coming in from the
right. We soon learnt that you needed to look at
roads coming from the right, if there’s a solid white
line across the road you should be ok, but if not, be
observant.
We arrived
in Le
Crotoy
which was
just
heaving
with
people out
for the day
on a
CCS at the CC side
sunny
Sunday.
Everybody
was there; think of Clacton on a Bank Holiday.
The tide was out (probably about 2 miles out!) and
the beach relatively empty considering the number
of people about and stretched for miles. A lovely
spot though.
We decided to look for a restaurant for our lunch.
Absolutely no chance as the French had occupied
them all. We parked the bikes in a shady area next
to the beach and sent Dave F, Mac & Alan off the
get some baguettes and cold drinks whilst the
others looked after the bikes and admired some
French girls with long legs and short skirts - well
Peter did!
The lunch party
arrived back
about a half an
hour later with
provisions
which were
consumed
sitting on the
wall in the
shade.
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The route back to the farmhouse took us along
some great bike paths and through the Forest of
Crecy.
12K almost dead straight through the forest with a
few inclines, very cool and great riding. It would be
good for a TT but a bit far to go on a Thursday
evening. (I’m up for it – Ed)
A 100km ride in unusual (for us considering the
‘summer’ we had) intense heat with some suffering
more than others. (Ok, it was me. – Ed/chef)
Back at the Farmhouse, Roger fired up the BBQ to
cook salmon and sausages (weird but RR is in
charge of cooking) (You can only cook what the
kitchen operatives give you! – Ed/chef) jacket spuds
and corn on the cob. We also prepared the biggest
fruit salad you have ever seen.
Peter had put his carpentry and practical skills to
the test and spent the an hour repairing a broken
cantilever sun umbrella using among other things
bits of wire coat hanger, long rusty screws, sky
hooks and very heavy 3m length of 150mm x
200mm hard wood to the hold the whole thing
down.
Sadly, we only had 5 bottles of wine during the
evening, but a few beers made up the alcohol
intake.
Monday morning the bread cycling party sets out for
another foray into the French countryside but return
after 30mins as they discovered a nearer
boulangerie, and there’s me thinking they went out
for the ride.
Our ride today takes us towards Abbeville to StRiguier. Part of the route is down a disused train
line much the same as the one in Sudbury but more
overgrown and enclosed by the trees and hedges.
After 8k of this, we have had enough (a bit
claustrophobic!) and revert back to the roads.
Downhill into St-Riguier we find the only café that is
open as it’s a Monday. It’s 11.30 in the morning and

Somebody suggested a ride to Agincourt in the
afternoon. (History buff time again – The battle
occurred in Oct 1415, also during the 100yrs War.
Result – England 1, France lost, again!) Roger said
it’s a ‘bit hilly’ but although I was the weakest rider
in the group and had not yet resorted to my granny
ring, I was up for it along with Mark, Alun, Dave F, &
Robin.
We set off as the first (only) puncture of the trip on
Alun’s bike is discovered. With no sign of Brian
‘puncture’ Mann about to fix it, we quickly repaired it
and were off.
After 8k, the first real hill is encountered. 50metres
up and I am in my granny ring and breathing
heavily. One is already walking while the others do
not appear to have changed gear and are carrying
CCS play with the
locals in Agincourt.

out normal conversations. How do they do that?
After a lot more valleys and hills, my legs have had
it. I said good bye to the others and headed back
while the remaining 4 continued to battle their way
to Agincourt.
I made it back to the farm house where Roger, Mac
and Peter had spent all afternoon preparing the
evening meal.
The last evening was spent enjoying a culinary bbq
feast, (ok, I wrote that bit – ed/chef) finishing up the
wine with Roger telling the obligatory bad jokes.
Early the next morning, the weather had turned to
heavy rain as we cleared up and left by 08.30,
managing to catch an earlier ferry at Calais.
All in all, a great weekend!

* Should any of you or your friends out there fancy

Somme Poppies!

the locals are into their wine already.
After a particularly viscous climb out of the town, it
was back to the farmhouse via some lovely back
roads for lunch as we still have plenty of food in
store.

hiring this place for a few days/week, let me know
and I’ll pass on the details. As a rough guide, it cost
us about £10 each person per night and is about
1 ½ hour’s drive from Calais. And you will be
pleased to know that an additional W.C./shower is
now being installed!
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C.C.S. Riders - Open T.T. Results - August 2012
Date

Event

Course

Name

Dist

Time

Notes

Aug 4th

Fenland Clarion - Sawtry

N1/25C

J.Weatherley

25

59.03 PB.

6th

Aug 11th

Kings Lynn CC - Mundford

B25/33

S.Daw

25

59.43

7th

Aug 11th

Kings Lynn CC - Mundford

B25/33

J.Weatherley

25

59.5

8th

Aug 11th

Kings Lynn CC - Mundford

B25/33

T.Law

25

01.23.10

40th

Aug 11th

Kings Lynn CC - Mundford

B25/33

B.Law

25

01.24.35

41st

Aug 11th

VTTA East Anglia - Bungay

B10/43

J.Rush

10

23.09

2nd

Aug 12th

Norwich ABC - Wymonham

B25/4

D.Day

25

57.56

11th

Aug 15th

SPOCO - Hanningfield

E39/6B

B.Bush

25

01.38.54

Aug 18th

Cambridge CC - Six Mile Bottom

E33/25

B.Law

25

01.29.04

29th

Aug 22nd

SPOCO - Gt. Dunmow

E91/10

T.Law

10

31.47

45th

Aug 22nd

SPOCO - Gt. Dunmow

E91/10

B.Law

10

33.13

46th

Aug 25th

Victoria CC - Ugley

E1/10A

B.Law

10

34.18

41st

Aug 26th

Blenheim Palace

S.Daw

13

31.15

48th

Aug 27th

Essex Roads CC - Chelmsford

E9/25

S.Daw

25

59.24

12th

Aug 27th

Essex Roads CC - Chelmsford

E9/25

J.Rush

25

01.02.35

18th

Aug 27th

Essex Roads CC - Chelmsford

E9/25

D.Rule

25

01.06.17

33rd

Aug 27th

Essex Roads CC - Chelmsford

E9/25

B.Law

25

01.28.29

55th

Aug 29th

ECCA - Gt. Dunmow

E91/10

B.Law

10

32.43

18th

Aug 29th

ECCA - Gt. Dunmow

E91/10

T.Law

10

34.05

19th

And finally, the usual almost monthly plea for
content for Spindle. Having looked back at this
issue, it occurred to me that everything you have
read has been either written by me or has been
cajoled out of the contributors.
That means I have to constantly be on the lookout
for people with stories to tell and ask them politely
to write up something for me/Spindle. I’m sure I’m
missing out on lots of interesting stuff that I just
don’t get to hear of. I can’t do it all without your help.
I suppose the alternative is to
reduce each issue to a couple
of bland pages or just produce it
every other month or quarterly.

Your choice really! I’m not really sure if anyone out
there gives a toss anyway, but we have a healthy
well run club which has a good reputation and
deserves a club magazine to compliment it.
Everyone has a story to tell, new or old, and I would
ask for help from you 100+ members out there.
Or if there is something you would like to see
included or covered, let me know.
Rog

